AMBITION FOR UNIVERSITY HONOURS.       129
years after our going to India there was no University hi
the land. The establishment of Universities in Calcutta,
Madras, and Bombay, and the introduction of the grant-
in-aid system, have effected in the educational department
a change so great that it may be called a revolution. The
studies in mission schools are to a large extent what they
were, but they have come under new conditions, which
greatly alter the proportionate attention given to them,
and the degree of zeal with which they are prosecuted.
Under the grant-in-aid system missionaries are allowed
full liberty in giving Christian instruction to their pupils.
The only thing required by the Government Inspector is
that the secular education be such as will entitle the
school to a grant. If formerly a mission school egre-
giously failed in fitting the pupils for the positions in life
to which they were looking forward, it rightly lost favour,
and was soon deserted. Now there is a new urgent
necessity for efficiency, and the healthy stimulus thus
given is in itself a marked benefit; but if care 'be nqt
taken the opportunity for imparting Christian instruction
is impaired, which formed the main inducement for
missionaries taking part in the work.
The effect of the change is most marked hi our higher
schools. There is a widely spread and intense ambition*
for University honours. Not only in the Presidency
. cities, but in the great cities of the country, a crowd of
boys and young men are eager for admission to the
University circle. This eagerness springs from the desire
for honourable distinction, which is as strong in the
minds of Indian youth as in any youth on the face of
the earth. It springs, perhaps, still more from the fact
that the University stamp; attesting educational pro-
ficiency, is a high recommendation in favour of appli-
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